
CasaMolle Villa & Golf
E L Q U I  V A L L E Y

C H I L E



Nestled amongst the meadows of the Elqui Valley, CasaMolle was a hidden 
treasure known only to savvy locals. Now, this luxury hotel has opened its doors 

to guests of Akorn, making this a truly exclusive place to stay. CasaMolle is 
available for private group hire, much like a villa, or for individuals. Activities are 

available, as are cozy corners to curl up in with a good book.



What is 
CasaMolle?

CasaMolle is a 17-hectare boutique hotel, with 
12 rooms, where guests can enjoy a humble, yet 
unique and luxurious experience in the valley. 

It is the location in the Elqui Valley (just 20 minutes 
from La Serena City), combined with a modern 
infrastructure, personalized service and a wide array 
of activities that make for such an unforgettable 
stay here. 

From golf and other sports, to curling up under 
the starry night sky with a glass of good wine, at 
CasaMolle there is something for everyone.



Rooms at
CasaMolle

Rooms provide a sense of peach and relaxation, 
without losing sight of the Comfort-101 elements.

Here, up to 25 guests in double occupancy, or 35 
guests with children sharing, can be accommodated. 
All rooms are equipped with L’Occitane amenities, 
WiFi, TV, safe and air conditioning. A crib can be 
placed in the room for guests travelling with a baby.



Food at
CasaMolle

Food at CasaMolle, like everything else, is guaranteed 
to blow your mind as well as excite your senses.

The expert resident chef personally introduces 
every dish and is complimented by the sommelier. 
The chef uses fresh, organic produce from the 

orchard, guaranteeing a plate full of flavour, colour 
and delight. 

Eating here isn’t just a necessity, it is an experience 
in itself.



What to do at 
CasaMolle?

Thanks to CasaMolle’s location and a little bit of 
creativity, there are a whole host of activities for 
guests to choose from, no matter your interests or 
age. Venture through the meadows on horse-back, 
by bike or on foot or paddle along the lake in a 
kayak. Try your hand at outdoor bowling, or take 
on the challenging 9-hole golf course. For those 
looking for something less energetic, relax by the 
pool, sit in the hot tub or sauna, or join in with a 
yoga class.



Their
Programs

CasaMolle has created a variety of programs for 
groups of 8 to 24. The activities included in each 
program offer both indoor and outdoor options and 
can be tailored according to the interests.



Couples-&-Friends Program
CasaMolle is a place for laughing, enjoying and 
sharing and this program encourages couples, 
families and friends to do just that. During the day, 
perhaps play a round of golf together. Then, as 
dusk settles, your choice of music is provided as 
you dance under the stars or enjoy a selection of 
local wine and pisco. 
* Complimentary DJ service for groups over 14.

Big Family Program
Family trips are meant to bring everyone together. 
This program encourages children, parents, aunts 
and uncles to get involved in some team activities, 
such as karaoke, bowling, golf and more. 

Wellness and Soul Program
Some vacations are meant entirely for relaxation 
and recuperation. The wellness and soul program 
urges guests to take advantage of the meditation 
and yoga sessions, crystal therapy, music therapy 
and outdoor massages, all in sight of the picturesque 
surrounding views.

Business & Meeting Program
CasaMolle is adaptable and can also host a more 
corporate stay, offering meeting spaces and 
complimentary equipment. Delegates can wake up 
after a good night’s sleep, wander over to a meeting 
room for business and then partake in an afternoon 
or evening activity, all without leaving the hotel.

Wedding & Event Program
Celebrate the most special day of your life, at the 
most special place in the valley. The benefits of this 
program include a two-night stay, altar decoration, 
a wedding planner and a ceremony for the bride 
and groom to be.

Open Program (minimum 2 guests)
This programme allows couples, individuals and 
smaller groups to enjoy everything the hotel has 
to offer alongside other guests, just as you would 
at a normal hotel. For this open program, we just 
need to check availability and dates as it operates 
on request.

This program includes exquisite meals, an open bar, 
horse-back riding, biking, golfing, kayaking, outdoor 
bowling, trekking, use of the swimming pool, hot 
tub and sauna, stargazing and yoga.



Where is CasaMolle?
It is in the Elqui Valley, and although 
Santiago is considerably far from here, 
the city of La Serena is just 20 minutes 
away by car.

How to get there?
The best way is to fly to La Serena and 
then transfer for 20 minutes along the 
Route of Stars freeway.

How many nights should I stay?
Although a minimum of 2 nights is 
required, we do suggest 3 nights, for a 
full experience.

Questions?

Are there any vineyards nearby?
Of course there are, this is Chile! 
The Coquimbo region is well known for 
its vineyards. However, it isn’t just wine 
what you will be able to delight your 
senses with, but the high-quality pisco 
that this region is known for.

Are there any age restrictions?
As this is a family destination and 
property, guests of all ages are welcome!
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When is the best time to go?
This is when you smile, and state:
“This is a year-round destination!”

How likely is it to combine it with 
other destinations?
Very easy! The Valley is well connected 
with Chile’s Central and Southern 
regions, Patagonia, Atacama and even 
exotic Easter Island.
*Flights to Atacama are available on 
specific days, during high season.

What is so special about the 
Elqui Valley?
In two words – “Its location”. The Valley’s 
position allows for all of the following:
• Bird watching
• Helicopter tours
• Water sports on the Puclaro Dam
• Activities in the Pacific Ocean (one-hour 
drive away), including whale watching
• Stargazing but also sungazing, as part 
of a different sun-observation activity.

Questions?
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chile@akorndmc.com 
+56 2 2331 7923

www.akorndmc.com


